
 

 

 

6 DAYS 5 NIGHTS BEIJING & SHANGHAI  
 

Day 01 Arrive in Beijing 

Airport transfer Welcome to the capital of China-Beijing! We will meet you at the exit of terminal 
at capital airport (or train station) with your name sign and transfer you to hotel with downtown 

location.Have a good rest!  

Optional Program: Acrobatic show 

Tonight enjoy famous Chinese Acrobatics Show. Enjoy an evening of gravity-defying 

contortionism, juggling, unicycle, chair-stacking and plate-spinning acts, plus a whole lot more! 

After the show is over, you will be dropped off at your hotel. 

 

Day 02 Beijing (B, L) 

Tian'anmen Suare, Forbidden City, Hutong Tour, Drum Tower, Temple of Heaven  

Pick you up from hotel at 08:00am.Today you will tour Tian'anmen Square with its plentitude of 

monuments testifying to the communist, and more specifically, Mao's influence on China's 

modern history. From there you will proceed to the Forbidden City, the largest and best-

preserved ancient imperial palaces group with 500 years history in the world. Visit the Forbidden 

City the largest and best-preserved ancient imperial palaces group with 500 years history in the 

world. Visit the Forbidden City along the central axis from south to north for 2 hours. you will 

visit the hall of supreme harmony, the meridian gate, the hall of supreme harmony, the hall of 

complete harmony, the hall of preserving harmony, the huge of stone carving, Palace of Heavenly 

Purity, the Palace of Earthly Tranquility, The Hall of Union and Peace and the imperial garden, etc. 

Then Beijing Hutong Tour by rickshaw. You will visit the typical Chinese quadrangles, primary 

school, many famous old buildings around Shichahai area,where you can explore the real life of 

ordinary people in Beijing. Drop off the rickshaw at the Yinding Bridge (Silver Ingot Bridge) and 

walk along the 800-year old Yandai Xiejie (Tobacco Pipe Lean Street), you will have lunch in local 

folks' house-Siheyuan. Then visit Drum Tower, overlooking the old Beijing city! On the way to 

Temple of Heaven, you will have a chance to visit the Chinese traditional medicine culture. After 

having a short rest, we'll visit the Temple of Heaven -- the largest ancient imperial worship 

architecture group in the world where the ancient Emperors prayed for peace and harvest. The 

visit to Temple of Heaven takes about 1 hour. You will visit the hall of prayer for good harvest, 

red Stairway Bridge, the imperial vault of heaven, echo wall, triple sound stone and the circular 

mound altar, etc. Transfer you back to your hotel. 

 

Optional program: Kung fu show 

Tonight enjoy famous Kung fu show - <Legend of Kung fu> tonight. Show combining kung fu, 

dance and acrobatics with vibrant costumes, set designs and special effects, this show is a 

remarkable display of Chinese modern and traditional art. Transfer you back to your hotel after 

the show. 

 

Day 03 Beijing (B, L) 

Great Wall at Mutianyu Great Wall or Badaling, Ming Tombs-Changling and exterior 

sightseeing of Olympic Stadiums  
Pick you up from hotel at 08:00am.Enjoy a full day excursion. In the north of China, there lies a 

6,700-kilometer-long (4,161-mile-long) ancient wall. Now well-known as the Great Wall of China, 

for today's itinerary of Great Wall part, we would like to give you 2 choices; you can choose 

Mutianyu or Badaling section based on your interest with same discount price. 



 

 

About the Badaling,it is the most famous Great Wall. And it has been developed earlier, attracting 

lots of tourists from around the world. About 1.5 hour for one way from city center. 

The feature of Mutianyu is it has kept the beautiful natural landscape. There are fewer tourists 

than Badaling. About 2 hours for one way from city center but near airport. 

The hike on Great Wall takes 2 hours. Cable car is available and optional.  

After Great Wall tour, you will have 40 minutes for a short visit of Jade Carving factory. The jade 

carving is a famous special Chinese product, a blend of the excellent skill on carving and Chinese 

traditional cultures. Having lunch, Ming Tombs-Changling in the afternoon. The thirteen Ming 

Tombs are the best-preserved Chinese imperial tombs with 500 years history. You will visit 

Changling, the head and the largest tomb of Ming Tombs, where Emperor Yongle (the first 

emperor in Beijing) and his Empress Xu were buried.you will visit ling en gate, ling en palace, soul 

tower, the great red gate, the stele pavilion, etc. then see the exterior sightseeing of Olympic 

Stadium"Bird's Nest"and "Water Cube". The main Olympic stadiums in 2008. "Birds Nest" was 

designed by the 2001 Pulitzer Prize winner Herzog, De Meuron and Chinese architect Li Xinggang. 

It looks like a nest that is breeding the life. It is more like a cradle bearing human's expectation of 

the future.3, 000 water bubbles gathered together irrationally and constitute the beautiful 
outside looking of "Water Cube". Transfer you back to your hotel at about 18:00pm. 

 

Day 04 Beijing, Beijing/Shanghai by high speed train (B, L) 

Beijing Panda House,Summer Palace+ Train station transfers in Beijing and Shanghai After 

Pick you up from hotel at 09:00am,the you will visit Beijing Panda House at Beijing zoo, see the 

lovely panda. Having lunch, enjoy a short visit to a pearl free market not missed. Then visit the 

beautiful Summer Palace, the largest and most beautiful Chinese imperial garden. It is regarded 

as a museum of gardens in China.you will visit East palace gate, the hall of benevolence and 

longevity, the hall of jade billows, Kunming Lake, the Long Corridor, the marble boat, etc. 

Transfer to train station directly after tour, you will to Shanghai by high speed train. The local 

driver will meet you at station and transfer you to your hotel in Shanghai. 

 

Day 05 Shanghai (B, L) 

Shanghai Amazing city tour  

Your tour guide will pick you up from your hotel at 09:00am, visit Yu Yuan Garde, a great treasure 

of south china gardening art. It used to be a private garden in Ming dynasty with a history of more 

than 400 years. Tour Shanghai Old Street Market, in this street, people will find the traditional 

Chinese buildings with white walls and black roofs. The people, the hanging red lanterns, the 

ancient memorial arch, all of these form into a picture that describe the old Shanghai, There are 

lots of famous Shanghai local snacks can be found in Chenghuangmiao Old Street. Both domestic 

and foreign travelers prefer to come here to have a Shanghai snack experience. Then visit the 

famous shanghai Bund, it is a must for Shanghai Sightseeing. Standing around it, you will feel 

having coming a world city because there are all kinds of exotic buildings---Gothic Style, Roman 

Style, Baroque and so on. They are called World's Architecture Exhibition Complex. Then explore 

its unique East-meets-West legacy in the Old French Concession, where tree-lined streets, 

imposing villas, and Art Deco apartment blocks. Tianzifang is famous for tiny craft shops, coffee 

stores, fashionable art galleries and thin alleys. It has become a famous holiday location in 

Shanghai, and an instance of maintenance of local Shikumen buildings, with a few similarities to 

Xintiandi. You will have a chance to get close to Chinese Tea Ceremony. Taste Chinese tea and get 

well know about Chinese culture.Then Oriental Pearl TV Tower (2nd Ball) and Xin Tian Di. 

Transfer you to your hotel. 

 

Optional Program:Evening Huangpu River Cruise & Bund City Lights 

Tonight, you will have a Night Tour of Shanghai city and a Night Cruise on Huangpu River. Which 

divides the Bund into two sections, Pu Dong and Pu Xi, which mean "east of river" and "west of 

river". Local people honor the Huangpu as Mother River, and as you view the lights and spectacle 

from the deck of your evening cruise, you will understand why. Enjoy the beautiful Shanghai Bund 



 

 

Night View. The Bund is the cultural section of Shanghai that best represents the blending of 

ancient and modern influences. This renowned waterfront district is the city's most famous 

landmark. The word Bund is of Anglo-Indian origin meaning "embankment on the waterfront", 

and you'll experience the definition literally with a feeling of space and openness that you won't 

find anywhere else in Shanghai. Seen at night, Shanghai looks much more different. It is a good 

chance to enjoy the charms of this sleepless city in South China. Transfer you to your hotel. 

 

Day 06 Shanghai (B, L) 

Depart Shanghai for exit  

We will arrange private airport transfer service for you based on your departure flight time. 

Transfer you to Shanghai Pudong/Hongqiao International airport from your hotel, finish your 

memorable and happy Wonderful China tour!! Hope we can provide you China tour service again!! 

 

Package includes: 

 private air-conditioned car/minivan/coach with driver 

 private knowledgeable licenced English-speaking tour guides 

 entrance tickets as list 

 meals as list 

 2 ways airport/train station transfers in each city 

 standard room in _3/4/5_star hotel for 2 nights in Beijing, 3 nights in Shanghai, including 

breakfast in the hotel, tax and service fee 

 one way bullet train ticket - second class: Beijing /Shanghai, including booking ticket service 

charge 

 

Package excludes: 

 Fee for cable car on the Great Wall (optional) 

 Tips to the guide and the driver (optional) 

 Optional program in the itinerary (optional) 

 Day 1& Day 2: US$16/per person for one show, US$32/per person for two night shows 

 Day 4: fee for Evening Huangpu River Cruise (the cost is based on the exact number of people 
you have) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*** ITINERARY IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE *** 


